
 
  

(2017-to date) BA Fine Art –Bath School of Art and Design 
(2016-2017) Film and television and digital media production 

 

Education 

Education Education 

Exhibitions and Screenings 

2019- Residency exhibition at Somerset film - Sept 
2019- Pixelache festival Helsinki – April  
2019- Ctrl Alt Delete (group exhibition)- Bristol - April 
   – 
2018- Artist film festival VII Caracas Venezuela - Nov 
2018- Artist film festival VII London UK - Oct 
2018- The Bomb Factory London -Oct 
2018- Arts + Literature Laboratory Off the Wall, St Madison Wisconsin - Aug 

 

Known under artist name ‘Floriebunda’ Visual artist Florence Sebastianelli creates vibrant video works and Virtual 
spaces. Due to graduate with a BA in Fine Art (July 2020), with a highly developed skill set in Video editing and shooting 
digital content. Chosen as the Somerset Film Artist in Residence 2019 and featured in a number of exhibitions since 
2018.  Florence uses an attention to detail when styling and shooting work that connects her interest in fashion, with 
the influence of a strong artistic practice. Confidently creating ambitious and original content that can cross over from 
an art focus into fashion lead projects with ease.  

Skills 
 
Video editing:  
-master of Final Cut pro X 
-Premier pro 
-After Effects 
-360 video editing 
 
Shooting video and photo: 
Confidence with editing video with speed and 
attention to detail. Using tracking, keyframing, 
green screen, colour correction, artistic direction 
and sound. 
 
Shooting video with control of lighting, adding gels 
and predicting post production whilst shooting- 
directing models, modelling, and confident with 
limited resources 
 
Music and Sound: 
-experience with Logic Pro X 
-Sound recording 
-sound mixing 
 
personal skills: 
Independent working, from home and in 
workplace, following and keeping note on digital 
trends, fashions, online culture, understanding of 
analytics and digital marketing and the importance 
of personal branding. Can produce high quality 
materials to short notice with confidence. 
experience working with brands online, 
understanding their values and producing content 
for them. 
 
 

 
 
 

Artist in Residence 2019 – Somerset Film 
In the summer, I worked alongside the team at Somerset Film as their artist 
in residence to create my first work in Virtual Reality, learning how to film, 
edit and manipulate 360 footage to create a surreal VR work that was 
featured at the SAW exhibition during the art weeks; and viewable via oculus 
headset during the show. Over the two-month period I travelled between 
working in the studios and from home to self-teach myself VR production, 
using my knowledge of video editing. I learnt Sound editing and Foley during 
this project, thanks to the team over at the engine room. This role also 
required public speaking and multiple presentations surrounding my arts 
practice, to a community of creative adults. 

 

Studio & Experience 

Video Artist 
 
Video editing– 
 
Stylist– 
 
Photography– 
 



 

Primarily creating self-portraiture relating to her arts practice, floriebunda has used her time during study exploring how 
the perception of self and body fit into the integrated normality of technology and it’s future impact on young people’s 
minds and thought pathways. Although projects focused on creating an online ‘self’ Florence has also spent time working 
with and directing models throughout her time on the course. Moving from basic video editing and progressing to create 
Virtual Reality video work self-taught.  


